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Abstract: Researchers in many disciplines are developing novel interactive smart learning objects like exercises and visualizations. Meanwhile, Learning Management Systems (LMS) and eTextbook systems are also becoming more sophisticated in their ability to use standard protocols to make use of third party smart learning objects. But at this time, educational tool developers do not always make best use of the interoperability standards and need exemplars to guide and motivate their development efforts. In this paper we present a case study where the two large educational ecosystems use the Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) standard to allow cross-sharing of their educational materials. At the end of our development process, Virginia Tech’s OpenDSA eTextbook system became able to import materials from Aalto University’s ACOS smart learning content server, such as python programming exercises and Parsons problems. Meanwhile, University of Pittsburgh’s Mastery Grids (which already uses the ACOS exercises) was made to support CodeWorkout programming exercises (a system already used within OpenDSA). Thus, four major projects in CS Education became inter-operable.
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1. Introduction

Computer Science Education Researchers have a long history of creating online educational materials. As might be expected, systems that support practicing small programming exercises have been available for many years, for example, Coding Bat [1] and CodeWorkout [2]. But many other problem types have been developed and deployed successfully, such as for Parsons’s Problems [3] and data structures proficiency exercises [4]. Likewise, visualizations have been used for decades to show the dynamic behavior of algorithms [5–7].

There exist communications protocols that allow third-party educational tools to integrate with Learning Management Systems (LMS). Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) [8] is one such specification. It was developed by IMS Global Learning Consortium and is now adopted by all major LMS. The purpose of LTI is to establish a standard way to securely integrate remotely hosted learning applications with platforms like an LMS.

Under LTI terminology, learning applications are called Tools and they are delivered by Tool Providers. A tool might be an interactive exercise that a student might do for a grade. An LMS (systems like Moodle, Canvas or Blackboard) is called a Tool Consumer. The LTI specification enhances the native functionality provided by a Tool Consumer to include the tools made available by the tool provider. The result is that instructors have available many “smart objects” that they can embed into
their course. Functionally, with LTI the LMS can display the third-party content to a student as though it were a native part of the LMS, collect scoring results from the third-party content and store this result in the LMS gradebook once the student has completed it.

Many learning applications now support LTI but usually this integration is simple and uni-directional, with an LMS consuming small “smart learning objects” like a small exercise or visualization. But education researchers are developing much richer content and tools that require more sophisticated communications structures than this simple uni-directional model allows. In particular, eTextbook systems such as OpenDSA [9,10] or Runestone [11] represent learning content as a hierarchically structured textbook and marshal a range of content types into an integrated whole. Another example is personalized content access portals such as SQL-Tutor [12] or MasteryGrids [13], which attempt to guide students to the most appropriate interactive activities by modeling the student’s knowledge and visualizing their learning progress. Such systems should not try to duplicate the administrative services provided by an LMS, such as authentication of users and maintaining scores but at the same time they need to make decisions based on previous history of the students’ interactions. So the simplest model of a smart learning object communicating with an LMS breaks down in these situations. Further, both the “smart objects” and the eTextbook itself typically generates a rich set of learner analytics data. This information is easily lost if it can only be communicated to the LMS. Better is to think of a modern educational system as an ecosystem of collaborating components, with communications interdependencies that cannot be known until they are brought together.

In this paper we are trying to move one step closer to this complex ecosystem by presenting a case of more advanced integration, which allows multiple kinds of interactive learning content developed by four different teams to be used transparently with two different advanced content access platforms—OpenDSA and Mastery Grids. In Section 2 we describe in some detail the integration goals of the case study. In Section 3 we detail the four major components involved in the case study: OpenDSA, Mastery Grids, CodeWorkout and the ACOS Advanced Content Server. Section 4 presents technical details for how the integration is implemented. Section 5 presents our reflections on the experience.

2. The Integration Goal

The OpenDSA eTextbook system [9] is an example of a growing number of efforts to provide a variety of online educational materials. OpenDSA supports a range of Computer Science courses with content on a growing list of topics, including Data Structures and Algorithms, Formal Languages and Translators and Compilers. OpenDSA allows users to choose from available modules to put together a custom textbook for a course. The custom book can be exported to Canvas as individual modules and assignments. OpenDSA is an open-source project with visualizations and exercises authored by many collaborators and volunteers. OpenDSA also makes use of small programming exercises provided by a separate system, CodeWorkout [2]. By adopting exercises from CodeWorkout, the developers of OpenDSA are not responsible for creating and maintaining a technically demanding exercise type but are still able to make these exercises available to students.

Mastery Grids [13] is an open-source personalized content access interface designed at the University of Pittsburgh. It has been used with a variety of courses including Python programming, Java programming and Databases. The system allows instructors to design a course-adapted interface to several types of interactive learning content hosted on independent content servers. Among these servers, ACOS Server [14] provides access to Java and Python program animations as well as Parson’s exercises aimed at introductory programming classes.

It so happens that OpenDSA (and CodeWorkout) on the one hand and Mastery Grids with ACOS on the other hand, provide fairly disjoint collections of materials. OpenDSA focuses on advanced programming and visualizations of materials typically used at the sophomore level and above, while the materials developed for Mastery Grids tends to support the topics offered in first semester programming courses. But these divisions are not hard, nor permanent, in that some materials
used in one system could be of benefit to classes whose topical content might otherwise favor use of the other system. Likewise, there are differences in the domains covered by the systems. For example, content available through Mastery Grids supports Python-based courses, while OpenDSA currently focuses on content for courses in Java and C++.

One solution to expanding the resources available in either system is to re-implement existing materials. But this would be an inefficient approach. Even if the materials were directly ported from their original source (which would reduce development cost over reinventing entirely from scratch), maintainability would be poor. Better is to integrate existing content from the various systems, allowing the original developers of a given exercise or content type to keep improving to the benefit of all. Instead, we see to support cross-integration of materials in the two infrastructures. The key idea explored by our teams is leveraging the LTI protocol to design an inter-operable connection between various kinds of advanced content across systems and smart learning content. While LTI is not typically used to support this kind of integration, our work demonstrates that it can successfully support our more complex scenario. To demonstrate the feasibility of the new approach, we made use of the Tool-Consumer capabilities of OpenDSA to integrate animations and exercises from ACOS. We also extended the contents served by Mastery Grids to incorporate programming exercises available at CodeWorkout. The next section explains each of these tools in order to better understand the integration that was done, the process used to achieve it and its outcomes.

3. The Integration Components

3.1. OpenDSA

OpenDSA is an open-source eTextbook project lead by Virginia Tech, with many collaborators from around the world. OpenDSA materials include hundreds of visualizations and interactive exercises that support courses in a wide variety of Computer Science-related topics such as Data Structures and Algorithms, Formal Languages and Programming Languages [9,10]. Interactive algorithm visualizations illustrate most algorithms and data structures in the OpenDSA collection. OpenDSA combines textbook-quality prose with interactive visualizations and exercises and lets students practice as much as they need. It also allows students to control the pace of the visualization and to enter their own test cases to see how the algorithm or data structure works on their input. OpenDSA exercises provide immediate feedback to students at every step.

Figure 1a shows an example of an exercise in OpenDSA. Here, students reproduce the behavior of the algorithm to create a maximum heap by swapping records in an array. Similarly, Figure 1b shows a simulation of the performance of shellsort. Students can analyze the cost of shellsort on their own custom series of diminishing increments.

![Figure 1. OpenDSA visualizations and exercises.](image-url)
OpenDSA implements LTI and works as a tool provider to an LMS. A course instructor who is using the Canvas LMS can add individual OpenDSA materials directly into their Canvas course. Instructors can use pre-built books or they can create their own book from the available modules and exercises. Once they create a book, they can easily export that to Canvas and students directly interact with OpenDSA within Canvas. Instructors can set the number of points for each assessment. Once a student finishes the assignment, her score is reported back to Canvas and is displayed in the Canvas gradebook. Figure 2 shows an OpenDSA module within Canvas. With the help of LTI, students cannot detect any difference between a Canvas-native module and a module served through an external tool.

![Figure 2. An OpenDSA module delivered in Canvas.](image)

### 3.2. Mastery Grids

Mastery Grids is a personalized content access interface [13]. It unifies access to different types of smart learning content and supports students by allowing them to visualize their knowledge progress through the materials. The interface also offers a social comparison mode, which allows students comparing their knowledge progress topic-by-topic with that of the whole class or a group of peers. Figure 3 shows the Mastery Grids interface prepared for an introductory Python programming course [15]. The course content is grouped into a set of topics and Mastery Grids visualizes topics as columns which are ordered by the course order. The colors of the cells indicate student knowledge progress (green) and class progress (blue) for each topic. Each topic could be opened to provide access to associated learning content and Mastery Grids also shows the student progress for each content item. The figure shows the available practice content for the topic If Statement, which includes four types of learning content. Different types of learning content usually reside on different independent content servers. In particular, two of the four types, Parson’s problems and Animated examples, are hosted by ACOS server (introduced below).
Figure 3. Mastery Grids interface showing student progress at the topic level and the available smart learning contents for the *If Statement* topic. Student’s progress for each content type is shown in the pop-up window.

3.3. CodeWorkout

CodeWorkout [2] is an online drill-and-practice system developed at Virginia Tech, primarily to provide students with small-scale programming assignments. It allows students to develop experience and knowledge by completing code-writing activities and answering multiple-choice questions. CodeWorkout provides some course management functionality, like the ability to manage assignments (deadlines, grades, weights, etc.) and users (enrollment, authentication, extensions, etc.). However, it is possible that an instructor would want to use CodeWorkout in their course along with other online educational materials, which likely provide similar course management features. Having to manage these tasks on multiple fronts (e.g., Canvas, OpenDSA and CodeWorkout) can be a daunting endeavour, possibly resulting in reduced rates of adoption.

To facilitate CodeWorkout’s use within a more general context, its developers have made CodeWorkout into an LTI-compliant tool provider. This means that CodeWorkout exercises can be practiced on the CodeWorkout site itself or they can be embedded inside other web applications (i.e., tool consumers like Canvas). LTI allows the tool consumer (such as OpenDSA or an LMS) to authenticate users, serve them CodeWorkout exercises and receive and record their attempts and grades, all without requiring the user to manually sign in to or open CodeWorkout and requiring minimal management effort from course staff. In later sections, we describe how we integrated CodeWorkout exercises into two LTI-compliant tool consumers: OpenDSA (Figure 8) and Mastery Grids (Figure 12).

3.4. ACOS: Advanced Content Server

ACOS server is a smart learning content server developed as a joint project between Aalto University and the University of Pittsburgh [14]. It enhances the re-usability of online learning activities by decoupling the content types from the interoperability protocols. This enables content developers to concentrate on the content creation without dealing with the details of the protocols.

ACOS server currently supports multiple communication protocols including LTI, A+ protocol [16] (a lightweight protocol similar to LTI), and the ADAPT2 protocol [17] (a similar protocol that focuses on adaptive learning content). ACOS also supports the standard HTML protocol, allowing learning activities to be embedded into a webpage (but this action does not communicate scoring or analytics to any consumer).
ACOS hosts multiple types of learning content that are valuable for beginner-level programmers and covers a full set of introductory programming topics ranging from variables to recursion and classes. In our initial integration, we concentrated on Parson’s problems [3] and code execution visualizations. The code execution visualizations are animated examples that demonstrate how programming constructs are executed and how the program state is changed after each execution step (Figure 4). They are implemented by the Jsvee library [18]. Parson’s problems are a form of coding exercise where students construct a program by selecting from a collection of given code fragments. Parson’s problems (Figure 5) are implemented by using the Js-parsons library [19]. As mentioned before, both Parson’s problems and visualizations are already accessible from the Mastery Grids interface (Figure 6). In our current work, we made both types accessible from OpenDSA (Figures 9 and 10) using the LTI protocol. The details are explained in Section 4.2.

**Figure 4.** An example of program visualization (animated example) that is hosted by ACOS server. The visualization shows the stack state and the console output based on the current execution step.

**Figure 5.** An instance of ACOS Parson’s problem, which asks students to construct a program to indicate weather conditions based on the temperature.
4. Materials and Methods

4.1. OpenDSA as a Tool-Consumer

Historically, OpenDSA started as only an LTI tool provider. OpenDSA modules could be added to Canvas through the Canvas API. Over time, instructors wanted to add support for coding exercises in OpenDSA modules. Our original design involved using CodeWorkout [2] as another tool provider in Canvas. To accomplish this, OpenDSA content creators would add CodeWorkout exercises as a part of the OpenDSA module. Then instructors would create their courses on OpenDSA and OpenDSA would populate the Canvas course through the Canvas API. The Canvas API calls would not only create OpenDSA modules in Canvas but also would create CodeWorkout assignments separately. Unfortunately, this goes against the model of “OpenDSA as a textbook” that has understanding and control of its exercises (while communicating necessary information to the LMS). Instead, separate Canvas assignments are required, which means that students had to navigate away from the OpenDSA module and open the assignment in a separate page. Also, OpenDSA did not have a complete picture of students’ performance, because under this model CodeWorkout and Canvas directly communicated with each other. Finally, OpenDSA could not group multiple assignments onto a page as might be the more natural presentation, because Canvas requires that each of its assessments be mapped to separate Canvas pages.

To overcome these problems, the OpenDSA development team implemented a new architecture that allows OpenDSA to act as both a tool provider and a tool consumer. This new architecture enables OpenDSA to integrate with other external tools. In this particular example, OpenDSA uses CodeWorkout as an external tool and includes the CodeWorkout assignments within its modules, as shown in Figure 7. Now, Canvas uses OpenDSA as an external tool and has no direct interaction with or information about, CodeWorkout. Canvas sends an LTI launch request to OpenDSA and then OpenDSA sends an LTI launch request to CodeWorkout to display coding exercises in the textbook. CodeWorkout responds to the LTI launch request from OpenDSA by displaying the requested exercise, which is shown within an iframe in the OpenDSA module, while the OpenDSA module is itself displayed within an iframe in the Canvas page.

Figure 8 shows a CodeWorkout exercise embedded within an OpenDSA module as it appears within Canvas. This allows students to solve programming exercises from within the same Canvas page where they read prose and see visualizations. This also allows OpenDSA to have a more complete picture of how a student is performing on other exercises, since it knows when the CodeWorkout exercise has been accessed, as well as what scores students get on CodeWorkout exercises. We believe that this approach offers a richer model for the future of online textbook construction. While inclusion of external interactive content has been used in several online textbook projects [11,20], it was done using proprietary integration approaches making it impossible to use interactive content across
multiple projects. Using standard interaction protocols opens a way to a broad re-use of smart content. The approach used by OpenDSA, whereby intermediaries stand between the LMS and the individual smart object types, points the way to richer ecosystems of collaborating components. Unfortunately there still remains the problem that CodeWorkout does not share details about student interactions within the programming exercise with OpenDSA (or any other third party accessing it). This is a communications deficiency that deserves attention in future work but becomes no longer a problem inherent in the communications architecture.

![OpenDSA New Architecture](image1)

**Figure 7.** OpenDSA New Architecture.

![CodeWorkout exercise](image2)

**Figure 8.** A CodeWorkout exercise embedded within an OpenDSA module, displayed through Canvas.

### 4.2. Integrating ACOS Visualizations and Exercises into OpenDSA

While the integration of OpenDSA and CodeWorkout was done using a standard protocol, it was not a complete test of the new approach since both tools were developed in the same institution. To explore our approach across institutional borders, we moved to integrated ACOS server content into OpenDSA textbooks. The integration of OpenDSA and ACOS became possible because OpenDSA works as both a tool consumer and a tool provider, as explained above.

OpenDSA acts as a tool provider to Canvas to serve textbooks and within those books, OpenDSA calls other tools such as CodeWorkout to serve various coding exercises. We added ACOS as a new tool within OpenDSA to serve the Python exercises and animated examples for Java and Python. To do so, first we made minor modifications to the OpenDSA external tools script which allows instructors or content developers to add various exercises through external tools in their books. This script is called
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during the book compilation process if external tools are used and it simply generates an HTML div element with data attributes that store information about the external tool exercise, including the ID assigned to the exercise by OpenDSA. We then added references to Parsons problems, Java animations and Python animations, respectively, into the OpenDSA database as LTI tool providers.

When an OpenDSA module that contains content from one or more of these tools is loaded in a user’s browser, the OpenDSA front-end framework retrieves the ID of the exercise from a data attribute on the exercise’s div element. The front-end framework then replaces the div element with an iframe whose target URL points to an endpoint on the OpenDSA server, with the URL containing the ID of the exercise as a parameter. When the iframe is rendered by the browser it results in a GET request being sent to the iframe’s target URL. The OpenDSA server receives the request and retrieves the information for the tool associated with the exercise from the database, including the LTI launch URL of the tool. OpenDSA then generates the standard LTI launch request parameters, signs the request with OAuth using the key and secret that were stored with the tool information, then generates an HTML page containing a form with all of the LTI and OAuth parameters as fields. When this page is rendered by the user’s browser, a single line of JavaScript automatically submits the form, which results in a POST request being sent to the tool’s launch URL. The tool (e.g., ACOS) receives the request and delivers the exercise or animation which is displayed inside an iframe in the OpenDSA module.

The integration enabled 34 Parsons problems to be added to various OpenDSA books. These are graded exercises, so when OpenDSA sends a request to ACOS, it expects a score back from it once a student finishes the exercise. These scores are then passed on to Canvas and are shown in the Canvas gradebook. Figure 9 shows an example of a Parsons problem served through Canvas via the OpenDSA eTextbook.

Figure 10 shows an example of Python function animation served through Canvas via the OpenDSA eTextbook. Currently, 56 Python and 53 Java animations can be added to OpenDSA books.

---

**Figure 9.** A Parsons problem (served by ACOS) made available within an OpenDSA eTextbook, delivered via Canvas.
4.3. Making Mastery Grids an LTI Consumer

To further confirm the potential of the new approach, we attempted to re-implement it in a different advanced content access tool, Mastery Grids [13]. The Mastery Grids interface originally served multiple types of learning content using the ADAPT2 proprietary content invocation protocol [17]. This loads a learning object (such as a coding exercise or Parson’s problem) into an iFrame by sending an HTTP GET request to the content provider. Learning events are generated based on learner actions at the content and reported back to a dedicated student model server through the ADAPT2 learner modeling protocol [17,21]. An important feature of the Mastery Grids interface is visualization of a learner’s topic-level knowledge progress. The necessary information is accessed by querying the student modeling server, which maintains a knowledge model of every student by processing the learning events sent by various types of content.

The integration process described above required development effort at the content provider side. Tool providers need to make sure that the generated learning events are successfully reported back to the student modeling server and additional development effort could be cumbersome for content providers with scarce development resources. The drawback of this integration process was already being addressed by the researchers at the University of Pittsburgh and Aalto University by supporting the proprietary ADAPT2 protocol in ACOS server as described in Section 3.4. However, this still requires content providers to make their contents accessible through ACOS server.

To implement the new communication approach, Mastery Grids was enhanced to support LTI Version 1.1, allowing it to function as an LTI consumer similar to an LMS, while keeping its distinctive features such as the progress visualization provided through the student modeling service.

We implemented our own LTI consumer service as a NodeJS server application, used to send LTI launch requests on behalf of the Mastery Grids interface. Implementing a separate LTI service decouples the LTI requirements from Mastery Grids and enables Mastery Grids to serve content through multiple protocols including LTI. This service is called when a content cell is clicked on the interface. Mastery Grids sends the unique user id and the requested content information to the LTI consumer service. Based on the requested content and the user information, the service determines which LTI tool provider will be called and generates the corresponding LTI launch request. Such an LTI launch requests holds information to identify the requested content, the user and an LTI outcome service URL. This outcome service listens to the LTI grade callbacks generated by the LTI tool. The service authenticates itself by signing the launch request with the consumer secret provided by the LTI tool provider using OAuth 1 libraries available in JavaScript. Then, the launch request is

![Figure 10. Python function animation (served by ACOS) made available within an OpenDSA eTextbook, delivered via Canvas.](image-url)
sent via HTTP POST request to the tool provider. When the tool provider receives the launch request, it checks the validity of the request and loads the content if the request is valid.

As described in the LTI standards, we also implemented an LTI outcome service that listens to the LTI grade callbacks generated from the LTI tool providers. The outcome service URL is called when a user performs a graded action while interacting with an LTI tool. The service URL should be publicly accessible and needs to be passed as a post-request parameter in the LTI launch request as described above. The grade callback message includes required information about the learning content, the user and the action result (i.e., if the answer was correct or incorrect). Then, the reported grade result is directed to the student modeling service using the ADAPT2 protocol. Thus, LTI compatibility is achieved by an adapter pattern approach, keeping the existing features of the Mastery Grids interface and the student modeling service.

4.4. Integrating CodeWorkout Exercises into Mastery Grids

LTI compatibility makes Mastery Grids a fully-fledged smart content delivery platform as defined in Reference [22]. Being an LTI consumer eliminates further development requirements on the provider side and opens the way to serve any LTI-compatible learning content. To demonstrate the opportunities provided by the new approach, we performed the integration of CodeWorkout exercises into Mastery Grids. We selected CodeWorkout as an exemplary tool provider because of its diverse set of programming exercises and existing LTI compatibility. This allowed Mastery Grids to provide programming practice from existing exercises at a variety of content levels. In contrast, developing a new coding tool and authoring coding exercises at the same quality would require a considerable amount of time and would be another bad example of re-implementation of an existing learning tool.

To show the feasibility of our approach, we added CodeWorkout exercises to an existing Java course in Mastery Grids and nearly doubled the number of practice problems available to the students (Figure 11). In this course, learners have access to multiple learning activities such as animated examples (as mentioned in Section 3.4), program construction examples and challenges [23], semantic problems [24] and newly integrated CodeWorkout coding exercises. Currently, the CodeWorkout exercises are linked to Mastery Grids manually. However, as future work, we plan to implement the LTI Deep Linking service, which is provided by IMS Global to overcome resource linking challenges. Aside from CodeWorkout exercises, Mastery Grids launches other smart learning contents using the ADAPT2 protocol and the student progress is updated through the same protocol.

Mastery Grids accesses CodeWorkout exercises in a way similar to other available exercise types (i.e., loading the content inside an iFrame) but using LTI launch requests. As described in Section 4.3, the learning events generated at CodeWorkout (e.g., submitting a solution) are reported back to the Mastery Grids student modeling service through LTI grade callbacks. The Mastery Grids progress visualization is dynamically updated concurrently with the immediate feedback generated on the CodeWorkout exercise screen, as shown in Figure 12. Thus, the Mastery Grids progress indicator interface is currently working with multiple protocols, including the standard LTI protocol.
Figure 11. Mastery Grids interface prepared for a Java course. The available smart learning contents are shown for the topic Strings including integrated CodeWorkout coding exercises.

Figure 12. An instance of a CodeWorkout exercise accessed from the Mastery Grids interface. When a correct solution is submitted, the Mastery Grids progress visualization is updated (shown as a green circle).

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we presented and explored a standards-based approach for broader re-use of smart learning content across multiple advanced content access tools. Our project was motivated by the need for content exchanged between two advanced tools, an online textbook system (OpenDSA) and a personalized content access interface (Mastery Grids). Each system was a centrepiece of its own infrastructure, providing access to various kinds of smart learning content. While the content provided by OpenDSA and Mastery Grids was complementary, there was no possibility to exchange the content across the systems due to the use of proprietary integration approaches. To make our infrastructures open and transparent for multiple kinds of learning content, we explored use of LTI protocol. While designed for a different context—integrating various tools into learning management systems—LTI offered a common ground for connecting different integration architectures.
By leveraging LTI communication, we implemented a standards-based approach to broadly re-use smart content between OpenDSA and Mastery Grids.

We have extended OpenDSA to support Python programming exercises and animations. OpenDSA had Java programming exercises and animations for various computer science topics for CS2 and above. It took years of effort by many collaborators across multiple institutions to develop those animations and exercises. Using the new infrastructure made it immediately possible to support Python textbooks using various Python exercises and animations from the ACOS server. It also opened the way to support a Java-based CS1 course through ACOS-based Java animations. Similarly, Mastery Grids previously was not able to provide good support beyond CS1 due to the lack of more advanced exercises. Leveraging the LTI-based approach, we were able to re-use a large number of CodeWorkout programming problems for CS2 courses.

We believe that the approach presented in this paper will open a way to a much broader re-use of smart leaning content across various advanced-content access systems. We implemented two proof-of-concept scenarios to connect two specific kinds of smart learning content with two host systems. Our goal is to encourage other developers of educational systems to make their tools more inter-operable. Our systems are open source and so publicly available and we encourage developers to make use of our methods. Our solution is easily generalizable and can be applied for any kind of Web-based learning content. Moreover, as the number of LTI-compatible platforms increases, the amount of necessary modifications to support smart content re-usability gradually decreases.

At the same time, it is important to note that the LTI-based solution is not ideal for highly interactive smart content. The LTI protocol reports the final result of user work, for example, correctness of a problem solution or a percentage of explored animation. While this approach is sufficient for simple cases of integrating smart content learning objects (such as programming exercises) with an LMS, more advanced architectures are needed to deliver detailed learner analytics and to provide communications within an ecosystem of collaborating tools. To support such cases, a combination of LTI with other standards such as xAPI or CALIPER is required. We plan to explore these combinations in future work.

This work was performed with NSF support in the context of the SPLICE project (http://csssplice.org). SPLICE is focused on developing technical infrastructure for Computer Science Education research. In the context of this project, we collaborate with a number of research teams who develop and use innovative learning tools. As our work progresses, we plan to expand on ways to inter-operate with other infrastructures and collections of smart content.
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